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EU to Punish Restrictive Business
Practices in LNG Contracts
Whilst the second European gas directive, adopted on June 26, 2003,
seeks to provide freedom of choice of supplier for industrial and domestic
gas customers, the European regulatory authorities are busy trying to bring
down the remaining barriers to an effective liberalised energy market.
On an inter-regional scale, this means the end of clauses in gas contracts
prohibiting buyers onselling gas outside their national territory. Here,
Laura Guttuso, Associate at Herbert Smith, together with Jonathan Scott
and Stephen Murray, Partners at Herbert Smith, assesses the resolve of
the European Commission to end these arrangements, which has so far
caused both pipeline and LNG contracts to be renegotiated.
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The Commission has also been looking

were designed to partition national

into gas supply contracts concluded

markets: They were depriving French gas
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consumers of the benefit of obtaining
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and to submit revised supply contracts.

wanted to clarify the law for the benefit of
all companies operating in the sector. It

Recent cases involving Gaz de France

expressly warned that if it should find

(GdF) showed that the Commission

restrictions of the same type in other gas

intends to continue to treat destination

contracts, it would show much less clemency.

restrictions and other anticompetitive
clauses very seriously. On October 27,
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Although the parties had already
Given its recent very public warning in the

Commission thought it useful nevertheless

GdF cases, we can assume that the
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Another by-product of the liberalisation

Mario Monti believes: “Liberalisation of

process is that LNG receiving terminals

the energy markets has become
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It is still too early to determine how
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producing countries and the key market
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and LNG in the EU. Former European

the liberalisation programme. ■
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